
Acrylic-siloxane anti-mould, anti-algae smoothing finish for exterior use

Sil96 Tex Active

Rough textured wall finish for exteriors formulated with acrylic-siloxane resins in aqueous dispersion and medium-sized 
aggregates. Ideal for renovating uneven and irregular surfaces or for repairing the exterior surfaces of historic buildings.

The product provides an exterior protective coating on buildings in historic centres or in areas 
that are particularly exposed to weathering where good colour retention and protection are 
required.

FASADECAPLinea

EASILY APPLICABLE

UNIFORMING

LONG LASTING EXTERIOR 
COLOUR STABILITY

WEATHER-RESISTANT

WATER VAPOUR DIFFUSION

RESISTANCE TO WATER PENETRATION 

OPAQUE FINISH

HIGH HIDING POWER



COMPOSITION
Product formulated with acrylic and 
siloxane styrene resins in aqueous 
dispersion and selected aggregates.

CHARACTERISTICS
The product is characterized by a 
balance between the resistance to 
water penetration and water vapour 

diffusion, making it breathable so that 
the walls are kept dry.  Given the 
excellent quality-price ratio, it is the 
ideal solution for large works

FIELD OF APPLICATION
The product is used on various types of 
plasters or old coatings as a finish to 
protect building façades, by applying 

two coats with a roller.

AESTHETIC EFFECT
Thanks to the opacity and high hiding 
power of the product, any imperfections 
in the substrate are filled and covered 
to deliver an even and compact finish.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE PRODUCT

APPLICATION

SUBSTRATE 

COVERAGE 

DRYING TIME

THINNING

APPLICATION TEMPERATURE

roller

different types of plasters, old coatings

2 - 2,5 m2/kg per coat

recoating time 5 hours, completely dry 5 days

up to 10% by weight with water

temperatura +5°C +30°C

For more information on the product and application, please refer to the technical data sheet that can be downloaded 
from the website www.caparreghini.it
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Acrylic-siloxane anti-mould, anti-algae smoothing finish for exterior use

Sil96 Tex Active

The range of colours can be extended to include pastel shades. The colours can be produced with the Arreghini 
Colors 16 system. 

CAN/TUB SIZES: 25Kg


